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ROOM TO GROW
Make the most of your property

Questions? Let’s chat
Ready to talk about your conversion?
Give us a call.

HOW TO ARRANGE A MEETING
We’ll be more than happy to meet with you and discuss your ideas for your new
home space. Give us a call on

020 3740 6059 to arrange a convenient time.

PROFESSIONAL & COMPETITIVE
“CL remodelled our ground floor, built 2 new staircases AND converted the attic into
a beautiful bedroom and en suite, all in 7 weeks! They were a great pleasure to work
with. Very happy with them and would recommend them fully.”
CLAIRE
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Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit centrallofts.uk
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MAXIMISE YOUR SPACE
A cost-effective way to extend
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CENTRAL LOFTS

Welcome
When it comes to improving your home with a loft
extension, you need to ensure that the company you
choose will deliver.
From start to finish. Whether that’s through the inspirational
design, expert advice, professional contractors, the superior
products used throughout the build, or the actual end result.
So it’s for this reason we’ve been the supplier of choice for
many home owners in London and within the M25 for the
past three decades – all looking for quality installations of
loft conversions.
We know that your customer experience is crucial. Which is why
our dedicated team of loft conversion contractors are committed
to bringing creativity and more space into your home.
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GET IN TOUCH
DISCOVER MORE, VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.centrallofts.uk

CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT
020 3740 6059

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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A PERFECT FINISH
True inspiration for your home
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About Us
Our commitment to delivering first-class customer service,
combined with our expert knowledge, has meant that
we’ve worked hard to build our reputation for the quality
result that we’re known to deliver.
Although our name is Central Lofts, our service extends much further
than that. So we’re proud to build quality conversions for our valued
clients across London and within the M25.
Contact us for an obligation-free visit. Come and talk to us
about your plans, and experience our innovation at first
hand. Bringing you fantastic ideas to improve your home
rather than making a move.

GET IN TOUCH
DISCOVER MORE, VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.centrallofts.uk

CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT
020 3740 6059

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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Professionals
Originally founded by qualified surveyor and construction
specialist David Gage, we continually focus on developing
our team. Giving you access to our superb wealth of
professionals. Including architects, designers, project
managers and planners, plus our construction specialists.

A REPUTATION FOR
RELIABILITY, QUALITY &
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
Our expertise in extensions doesn’t just lie in loft
conversions. We also provide the inspiration and knowhow
to convert garages and basements into fantastic living
spaces. So if you’re looking for a new family den or office,
or even a new kitchen space, we can help to realise your
dream home ideas.
We’ve converted over 1000 lofts to date, with many of our
clients coming from personal recommendation. Helping
homeowners to create spaces that are not only great to live
in, but also make sound financial sense too. We’re highly
competitive, whilst not cutting any corners on the quality of
the build.
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Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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Why trust us
We know that embarking on a loft extension is a major
project. So you can be reassured that we work to the very
highest of standards. Our wealth of experience means that
we’ll help you to make the right decisions for your home.

LATEST TECHNOLOGIES
AND THE HIGHEST QUALITY
STANDARDS
When we say we we’re dedicated to quality, we mean it.
We’re proud to use British manufactured materials for all
of our conversions. For us, our commitment to quality in
everything we do means our focus is on using the latest
technology and improving on the products used. All of
the time. All our staff are rigorously trained to ensure that
you receive the best possible service and working to set
standards. We know that if you’re happy with your end
result, you’ll recommend us to others. Which makes us happy.
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Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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WHY TRUST US

When it comes to your home, you want to ensure that the company you choose is reputable and
entirely reliable.

So we’ve built our reputation on delivering quality builds that are second to none. We want you
to be confident in your choice of loft extension specialists.

We’re also committed to maintaining our membership to numerous industry bodies, combined
with our to adherence to the highest level of quality and safety standards.

We’re members of Which?, The Guild of Master Craftsmen and the Confederation of Roofing
Contractors. So you can be guaranteed of our commitment to excellence.

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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Planning ahead
So you’re ready to go ahead. Where do you start? Our team
are here to help you. We’ll guide you through the whole
process. We’re proud to offer a free consultation; taking into
account all of your wishes and any ideas that you may have
for your conversion.

GUARANTEED SERVICE FROM
START TO FINISH
We’ll guide you through the whole process – keeping you
informed at every stage. From the initial surveys, gaining any
building regulations that you may need, right through to the
final installation. We want you to be happy with your end
result. So it’s for this reason that we offer bespoke insurancebacked guarantees on all of our work. Our relationship
doesn’t end as soon as the build is complete either. Our
aftercare service is second to none, so you’ll have peace
of mind that we’re here to discuss any details of your
conversion, no matter how small.
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Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT OUR CLIENTS ARE OUR REPRESENTATIVES
We value all of our feedback and are very keen to receive regular testimonials from our
clients which are frequently published on our website and the TrustPilot site.

ON TIME AND A GREAT FINISH
“We are so happy with our loft conversion by Central Lofts. This was one of the best decisions
we’ve ever made. If you want to be a satisfied customer and have an amazing loft conversion, I
recommend Central Lofts.”
MR AND MRS BEARD, HARROW

PROFESSIONAL APPROACH & COMPETITIVE QUOTE
“I can honestly say that CL are a good solid company - great team and product, I’m happy to endorse
the work they have done in building us a fantastic 2 bedroom ensuite haven at the top of our home.”
ANDREW MOLENDORFF, CANNING ROAD, N5

HAS ADDED CONSIDERABLE VALUE TO OUR PROPERTY
“Our house was valued at £485k, though we did not attract any offers even when reduced.
Now the loft has been completed, agents are suggesting that we market at a minimum of £575k.”
JOHN HERBERT, LEVERSON STREET, SW16

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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Exhibitions
Meeting our clients personally is very important to us. It’s
one of the reasons why we’re frequently the supplier of
choice for Loft Conversions. It gives us an opportunity to
find out what our clients are looking for and to talk about
their current property and issues that they’re facing with
regards to space. Which is why, in addition to our fantastic
showroom, we are proud to exhibit at many of the UK’s
leading events. Enabling potential clients to view images
of properties that we’ve worked on and to discover the
possibilities available to them too.

VISIT US
Build it Live 6 - 7 February, Bluewater
Ideal Home Show 18 March – 3 April, Olympia
Grand Designs Live 30 April – 8 May, Excel
Homebuilding & Renovating Show 25 – 26 June, Sandown Park, Surrey
Homebuilding & Renovating Show 23 – 25 September, Excel
London Build 2016 Expo 26 – 27 October, Olympia
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Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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SECOND TO NONE
Inspirational living areas for your home
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Conversions
If you’re looking for a way to improve your home rather
than moving, choosing to have your loft converted is an
excellent way to add space and value. You have lots of
options available to you and we’re happy to talk through
the best suitable fit for your home. Our dedicated team
of professionals can guide you through all of the technical
elements of your build such as the lighting and energy
suppliers. Whereas our surveyors will talk through different
ways to make the very most of your beautiful new living area
– whether that’s a bedroom, study, family room, or whatever
you choose to meet the needs of your home.

GET IN TOUCH
DISCOVER MORE, VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.centrallofts.uk

CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT
020 3740 6059

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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The benefits
There are so many benefits to a loft conversion. It’s a great
way to extend your living space. And it means that you’re
investing in your property too. With so many options
available to you, we’ll help you to make the right decisions
for your home.

WHY CHOOSE A CONVERSION

Every property is different. So it’s for this reason we can
bring you a variety of conversions that will meet the
individual needs of your home. Perhaps you’ll be looking
for one that is extended at the front or perhaps at the rear
of your property. Our technical designers are more than
happy to talk through the possibilities. Making sure that the
conversion entirely maximises the space available and that
it’s in keeping with the period of the brickwork on your
property. We can also advise on which conversion types
that don’t need planning permission.
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Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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DORMER LOFTS
Great value for money conversions that
maximise your living space.
One of the most popular conversions available, dormer lofts are a
great choice if you’re looking for the best use of your existing roof
space, or even where space is particularly limited. Depending on
the design, you may not need planning permission. Choose from
a variety of shapes, they’ll normally protrude from the rear of your
property which will allow you the most space.

IMAGINE YOUR NEW BEDROOM AND LUXURY
BATHROOM. OR A STUDY?
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CHOOSING A DORMER LOFT
WILL CREATE A BEAUTIFUL
BESPOKE LIVING SPACE
FOR YOUR HOME WHICH
CAN NORMALLY PROJECT
MOST OF THE HOUSE FLOOR
SPACE UPSTAIRS.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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WHY CHOOSE A DORMER?
Dormer extensions are a great way to transform your space and will provide you
with a horizontal ceiling and vertical walls. Depending on planning permission,
you can choose to have your dormer mostly at the rear of your property. If
you’re looking for a more attractive option, a gable-fronted or hipped dormer
will be best for you, however they will not give you as much headroom as a flat
roof dormer.

EXCELLENT OVERALL EXPERIENCE
“We were impressed by the professionalism of all at Central Lofts, from the first
meeting through to the timely and quality completion. The co-operation, attitude and
diligent working of all the trades plus the team back at base - we’re very pleased with
the final product.”
ANDY AND THEA THOMPSON

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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L-SHAPED DORMERS
A great choice of extension for Victorian
and Edwardian properties.
If you have a Victorian or Edwardian home, an L-shaped dormer is
a conversion that can complement the build of your property. It’s
normally built at the rear of your home and you won’t necessarily
need planning permission either. Talk to our designer about your
needs and we’ll work out the best use of your space. One spacious
room plus a bathroom or two rooms. It’s up to you.

ADD TO YOUR HOME AND TRANSFORM YOUR
SPACE
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L-SHAPED DORMER A GREAT CHOICE THAT
COMPLEMENTS YOUR HOME
AND GIVES YOU THE MOST
ROOM.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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DISCOVER MORE SPACE
FROM AN L-SHAPED DORMER
If you choose to have an L-shaped dormer, your extension will be built to
complement your sloping roof. It’s a particularly versatile option that can bring
you some well-needed space. By opting for this conversion, you can gain
40m³ for a mid-terrace property. And if you have a semi-detached home, this
increases your new space to a maximum of 50m³. Our team will be more than
happy to talk you through your options.

EXCELLENT FINISHED PRODUCT
“Since the start of the process Central Lofts have eased us through the process and
Barry was always able to answer our many questions. We are so happy with the
finished room, it is the best room in the house by far.”
VINCENT DUNBAR

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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HIP TO GABLE LOFTS
Bringing much needed space to properties
with a hip roof.
If your property has a hip roof, the space that you can convert is a lot
more limited. But there’s an option available to you that can change
your roof line. A hip to gable conversion involves major changes to
your roof. However, it has the capability to bring you all of the space
that you desire.

CHANGE YOUR ROOF SHAPE TO CREATE MUCH
MORE SPACE
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A HIP TO GABLE
CONVERSION BRINGS
YOU SPACE THAT YOU
HADN’T PREVIOUSLY
THOUGHT POSSIBLE AND
ALSO ALLOWS THE NEW
STAIRCASE TO NATURALLY
CONTINUE OVER THE
EXISTING STAIRCASE.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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CHOOSE A HIP TO GABLE
CONVERSION
If your property has a hip roof, there is unlikely to be much space for a
conversion. So this is where a hip to gable conversion will bring you much
more room. This will involve changing the sloping side of your roof; building
up the gable wall to the ridge line and introducing a new section of roof in the
gap. You’ve got choices on the finish too. Planning permission is unlikely to be
needed.

THANK YOU
“We are so happy with our loft conversion. This was one of the best decisions we
have ever made, they really do take pride in their work. If you want to have an
amazing loft conversion I recommend Central Lofts.”
BETHENY BRANNON

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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MANSARD LOFT
An eye-catching way to open up space in your
loft.

If you’re looking for an attractive conversion to your property, it’s
well worth considering the mansard loft. With a 72 degree angle
slope to the rear of your extension, the top section of your roof
will be almost horizontal. For even more space, a double L-shape
mansard will bring you two bedrooms and a shower room.

ADD MORE SPACE AND VALUE TO YOUR PROPERTY
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MAXIMISE YOUR SPACE AND
BRING THE OUTDOORS IN
WITH FRENCH DOORS.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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YOUR MANSARD LOFT
CONVERSION
Choosing a mansard loft conversion means that your rear wall will be clad to
complement the brickwork that’s already there; ensuring that the character
of your building still remains. We’ll also fit French doors or windows which will
appear like small dormer extensions. And although your roof may appear flat, it
will still slope; allowing rainwater to drain easily. Due to the large changes in the
roof shape, you’re likely to need planning permission.

I’D DEFINITELY RECOMMEND CL
“Everything was well organised and the guys worked hard and to a high standard.
The result looks great and the price was very competitive. I would definitely
recommend Central Lofts, and in fact, I already have.”
CLAUDIA

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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CONSERVATION AREAS
When extra planning permission is needed
for your build.
If you’re fortunate enough to live in a conservation area, you may find
that your property is subject to specific planning permission. This may
mean that you’ll need to consider a smaller dormer extension. Our
surveyors have extensive knowledge of the local area and will be
able to guide you through the process and share their knowledge.

ENSURING YOUR BUILD IS IN KEEPING WITH THE
LOCAL AREA
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USING OUR LOCAL
KNOWLEDGE, WE’LL BE
HAPPY TO ADVISE YOU ON
PLANNING PERMISSION.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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SPACE TO ENJOY
Create a beautiful new living area
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All about
service
Our service doesn’t just stop at lofts. We’re committed to
delivering you a full service on every element of your
conversion. From design through to the finishing touches,
we focus on taking away any hassle so you can concentrate
on looking forward to your new space. We know that
choosing to convert your loft is a big decision and a huge
investment, so we’re here to give you peace of mind.
You need to be reassured that every detail is finished to
the highest of standards. So from the materials used right
through to the finish of your bedroom or bathroom, you’ll
be delighted with your result.

GET IN TOUCH
DISCOVER MORE, VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.centrallofts.uk

CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT
020 3740 6059

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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LOFT WINDOW TYPES
Bringing natural light and air into your loft
space, choose from a variety of options.
When it comes to choosing your window options, we’re experts.
A Velux window conversion means that your roof line remains
the same, however you’re likely to have less space than a larger
conversion. We can also fit sliding sash extension windows into your
dormer or mansard extension. Double-glazed Velux roof windows
are also a great choice; giving you fresh air through a vent, even
when the window is shut.

CHOOSE VELUX WINDOWS FOR A HARDWEARING MAINTENANCE-FREE EXTERIOR
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CONTEMPORARY VELUX
WINDOWS BRING YOU
NATURAL LIGHT AND
SPACE INTO YOUR LOFT
CONVERSION.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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FRENCH DOORS
Open up your doors and bring the
outdoors in with your beautiful new French
doors.

French doors have become an increasingly popular choice for loft
extensions. They look fantastic and bring a certain sense of classic
style to your room both from inside and externally. Usually fitted with
a metal Juliet balcony, they can be fitted into most loft conversions
easily. More than just looking stylish, all of our French window doors
are fitted with safety and security in mind.

QUALITY AND SAFETY - ALWAYS FOREMOST IN
EVERYTHING WE DO
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THE PERFECT FINISH TO
YOUR BEAUTIFUL NEW
BEDROOM – STYLISH
FRENCH WINDOWS.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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SHOWERS & BATHROOMS
Ensuring your bathroom is fitted to the
highest of standards.
We know it’s important to you for your bathroom or shower room to look
the business. So our team of professional fitters and tilers will make sure that
it happens. You supply the sanitary ware according to your preference
and choice and our plumbers will carefully fit all of the necessary pipework.
Our plumbers are more than happy to discuss your ideas for your
bathroom and suggest the perfect design to make your dream come true.

WE’LL CREATE A BEAUTIFUL BATHROOM PERFECT
FOR YOU TO RELAX IN
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DISCOVER A NEW HAVEN
OF RELAXATION IN YOUR
BEAUTIFUL BATHROOM,
FITTED BESPOKE TO YOUR
SPECIFICATION.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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KITCHEN EXTENSIONS
Transforming kitchens into contemporary
spaces is one of our specialities.
Your kitchen is the hub of your home. So it’s vital that it looks the part. An
area for you to enjoy cooking, it’s a place where you’ll want to entertain. A
kitchen extension makes financial sense; adding value to your property.
Our expert team of planners and designers will take time to find out what
you want from your kitchen – both in the layout and the look.

BRING YOUR KITCHEN DREAMS TO LIFE WITH
OUR DESIGNS
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FROM THE UNITS TO THE
HANDLES, WE’LL MAKE SURE
YOU HAVE THE FINISH YOU
DESIRE.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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STAIRCASES
Creating a stunning entrance to your
beautiful loft conversion.
When it comes to your loft conversion, you need your staircase to
match the quality finish of your build. Which is why our experienced
carpenters take extra care in building your beautiful traditional
staircase. Handmade to the highest quality, they also meet the latest
stringent building and safety regulations. You can choose to have
your staircase built to match and complement your existing stairs.

ENJOY THE CRAFTSMANSHIP AND QUALITY
FINISH OF YOUR NEW STAIRCASE
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YOUR BEAUTIFUL NEW
STAIRCASE WILL BE
CAREFULLY CRAFTED AND
FITTED OVER YOUR EXISTING
STAIRCASE.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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OUR MATERIALS
When only the finest building materials will
do, we only work with excellent suppliers.
You need your build to be finished to the highest of standards so we
only use the finest of materials. It’s as simple as that. We source all of
our materials from quality suppliers who we have spent time building
great working relationships with. So you can be guaranteed that our
professional team of tradesmen will have the right tools and materials
for the job.

CREATING A QUALITY DREAM SPACE IS OUR
ABSOLUTE FOCUS
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YOU’LL HAVE THE
REASSURANCE THAT WE
ONLY USE THE FINEST
MATERIALS FOR YOUR
BUILD.

Speak
toone
an advisor
on 020on
3740
Speak to
of our advisors
0206059
3740
or
visit
6059
orCENTRALLOFTS.UK
visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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PUTTING YOU FIRST
Committed to delivering excellent service
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Our Process
Our focus is on making the entire build process as simple
and hassle-free as possible for you. Using our expertise and
experience, we’re here to guide you through and keep
you updated at all times. From the first meeting when we
visit your loft, through to creating the plans and arranging
planning permission, right through to the actual build and
final building control checks, you can be reassured that
we put you first. Our reputation for reliability, quality and
excellent customer service means everything to us. We
want you to be entirely happy with your end result, and
even happier to recommend us to others.

GET IN TOUCH
DISCOVER MORE, VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.centrallofts.uk

CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT
020 3740 6059

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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How we work
We’re here to guide you through

Customers

Building Control

Project Management

Office

We make all the

Ensuring that all of your building

Our dedicated team

arrangements so you don’t

work stays on schedule

ensures your project runs

have to

Ensuring smooth transition

Prior to starting and finishing

smoothly and keeps you

throughout the build

updated

Trades
We only work with the finest trade specialists on our
projects, only the best is good enough

LOFT CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
Professional from start to finish

A QUALITY FINISH REQUIRES
EXPERT PROFESSIONALISM.
WHICH IS WHY WE’RE
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE.
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S URV EY
Our surveyor arranges a
convenient time to visit

QUOT E
We’ll draft a quote within
10 days

3–4 WEEKS CONT R ACT
Once agreed, we’ll start your
build process

2 WEEKS
We’ll confirm any building
regulations/planning permission

7 –9 WEEKS BUILD
Your building works are
started and completed

Design & Plan
For us, detail is everything. Which is why we make sure all
of our designs and plans are created to the finest of detail.
From the moment we see your loft space for the first time,
we’re always keen to hear and help you with your ideas for
your space. It’s your home after all.

PLANNING YOUR
CONVERSION
Once we’ve visited your property, we’ll be able to create a
quote that we’ll send via email within 10 days. We’ll give you
an expected timeframe for the completion of your project.
After you’ve agreed our quote we’ll start on the design.
We’ll also arrange a convenient time for our architect to
survey your property. Your plans will then be prepared for
you to check, before being sent to building control for their
approval. We’ll guide you through any planning permission
or conservation processes if necessary. Once these stages
are complete, your project can start.
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Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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Finishing
Once all of the design and planning process has been
completed and all of the necessary approvals have been
received, it’s time for your build to start. We’re proud of
our expert team of building professionals, all dedicated to
delivering an excellent result for every client.

DELIVERING YOUR BUILD
Your project manager will meet with you to agree a start
time. This is when we’ll arrange for any scaffolding to be
fitted and all of the materials required for your project will
be ordered. Total lead in times with or without planning
permission included will take 8-12 weeks. As your
conversion quickly takes shape, you’ll be kept informed
of the progress. It goes without saying, our team are
committed to ensuring that you have minimal disruption to
your home during the project.
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Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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FINANCIALLY SOUND
All of our work is subject to our 10-year guarantee
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Insurance
We’re proud to offer a 10-year warranty on all of our work
backed by insurance from the IWA – a market leader insurer
that offers specialist home improvement protection at the
highest level – such is our confidence in what we do.
Your safety and commitment to quality is at the forefront of
everything that we do. You can also be assured that your
finances are safe from start to finish. Your deposit is covered
by our insurance, which means that if anything goes wrong,
your money is always covered. You’ll always be guaranteed
that your project manager will be at the end of the ‘phone –
ready to help just when you need us.

GET IN TOUCH
DISCOVER MORE, VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.centrallofts.uk

CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR PROJECT
020 3740 6059

Speak to one of our advisors on 020 3740 6059 or visit CENTRALLOFTS.UK
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DELIVERING A COMPLETE SERVICE
Stunning design and superb workmanship combined

CENTRAL LOFTS
4 Old Park Lane,
London,
W1K 1QW
enquiries@centrallofts.uk |

020 3740 6059

